
Laravel/Blade

Jquery/VueJS

MySQL/Oracle

GitLab/GitHub

Nova/Vapor

SKILLS

Fullstack development

Analytical profile

Easy adaptability

Self-taught person

Curious and enthusiastic

QUALITIES

Spanish native

English B2
Write: Advanced
Read: Advanced
Conversation: 
Intermediate



LANGUAGES

17-09-1990

Monte Grande, Buenos Aires

+54 9 11-5105-9099

facundotulian1@gmail.com

Facundo Tulian

https://tuly.dev/en

CONTACT

FACUNDO TULIAN
FULLSTACK SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

Software developer, proactive, responsable and curious for new 
technologies. Always looking for the better solutions to all challenges 
imposed

PROFILE

Funnelchat | Sep 2023 - Present
FULLSTACK DEVELOPER
Development of a message automation application via WhatsApp 
for marketing campaigns through subscriptions, allowing you to 
schedule sending, attachments and select groups and/or 
communities

Brokers Digitales | May 2022 - Ago 2023
FULLSTACK DEVELOPER
Development of Customer relationship management (CRM) 
where once the investor makes a reservation, according to a logic 
based on its financial situation, a specialized Advisor is assigned. 
It also allows the department assignment and post-sale follow-up 

Policía de Seguridad Aeroportuaria | Sep 2019 - Present
FULLSTACK DEVELOPER
Developments:
- Web portal with the structure of the Technology Management 
Department (DGT) where which area show their tools and 
developments (actual and historical)
- Web portal's administration panel where each area's referent 
uploads the information that will be displayed on the web portal
- Adminitration system of gender violence complaints, with
description of the event and follow-up in each case
- Airport's permission systems where the different types of 
permissions, prices, deviation history and information for 
companies are displayed
- DDJJ-COVID uploading system about passengers and crew on 
each flight, with positive cases monitoring, using a heat map
- Applicant selection system, registration page where each 
applicant uploads their personal information, experience and 
required documentation
- ReNaPer consultation system, consultation page where by 
entering a DNI (National Argenitne ID) the system brings the 
information of the person

EXPERIENCE

Tecnicatura en desarrollo de software
Provincial University of Ezeiza, Buenos Aires

2017 - 2019

EDUCATION


